why you might want to be a part of the enviro collective...

You’ve always thought you
might want to get into activism
but never really knew how to
go about it.
You want to meet some gentle tree
lovin’ folk. University can be a hectic
environment and it is pretty hard to
get to know people. The Environment
Collective is a swell place to begin.
You miss the ozone layer and the
air around uni makes you feel
like you’ve been chain smoking
champion ruby through a dry bong.
Capitalism reminds you of a bloated
parasitic slug sucking the earth dry,
& if it were a slug, you would like very
much to mangle it with a pointy stick.

You want to feel good about being
part of a solution, as opposed to
feeling guilt from being part of the
pollution.
You want practical solutions for making
change in your life, and your community.
You are looking for activism based on
seeing, hearing, and feeling the change
you are making.
You have a feeling Sandra Sulley is
telling you darn stinkin’ lies, and you
want to find out about stuff that goes
on in the world the mainstream media
ignore.

What’s a collective,
Mungo?
Well Jengo, a collective
is usually a bunch of kids
who work together to achieve
something… they might do something
like start a food co-op… protest
logging of old growth rainforest or
lobby their local member to block
a dodgy development.

Well who gets to
be the boss then?

There is no
boss… a collective is non
hierarchical… everyone should
get their go at holding the speaking
gourde… obviously some members of the
collective will be more experienced than
others, but it will be their task to
share that experience.

Collectives also
try to break down power
structures and bureaucratic
irrationality by encouraging
autonomous organising and
affinity groups…
Cool… Does that
mean we are
anarchists?
Maybe Jengo…
maybe not.

